We show that puncturing a completely regular even binary code produces a completely regular code again, thus answering a question posed in Brouwer et al. [3] , p. 357.
Proof. Let Li = {X E Ci 1 ux E Ci+i} and Ri = Ci \ Lie Then Li is mapped onto Ri+l by a, and we may take lJ Li as set of representatives of r/u. There are no edges between Ri-1 and Lip because the image under u of such an edge would be a pair of vertices at distance 3. It follows that any x E Li has ci neighbours in Li_I, and hence y = (TX E Ri+l has Ci neighbours in Ri, The remaining ci+i -ci neighbours of y in Ci lie in Li, SO that x has ci+i -cj neighbours in Ri+l, and k -ci+l neighbours in Li+l. It follows that C/u is completely regular with parameters ci, = ci+r -ci -1, & = ci, bi = bi+l and covering radius i = t -1. Of course the situation we have in mind is that where Tis the Hamming graph H(n, 2) (i.e. the hypercube 2'7, and o complements the bit in a fixed coordinate position. Now C/a is the truncated (or 'punctured') code at this coordinate position. Bassalygo and Zinov'ev [2] showed that the converse of the above theorem is not true: adding a parity check bit to a completely regular code with not only even weights does not necessarily yield a completely regular code.
Remarks. 1. This note was inspired by Van den Akker, et al. [l] , who considered the situation of a 'bipartite (r, s)-perfect binary pair of codes C, D', that is, a pair of codes C, D such that the spheres B,(c) (c E C) and B,(d) (d E 0) partition the set of all code words (this is the '(r, s)-perfect' part), while the minimum distances of C and D are at least 2r + 2 and 2s f 2, respectively (this is the 'bipartite' part). It is easy to see that this is equivalent to an even completely regular code C in H(n, 2) with parameters t = r + s + 1, ci = i (0 G i 6 r) and b,+ = i (0 =G i s s). (Now D = Ct.) By the above theorem, the truncation C of C at any coordinate position is complete regular in H(n -1, 2), with covering radius i = r + s, and minimum distance 6 2 2r + 1. For s = 1 it follows that 5 2 2f -1, so that C is uniformly packed (cf. [3] , p. 348), and hence has known parameters. C is found by adding a parity check bit again.
2. The proof of the above theorem could be so short and simple because of the definition of complete regularity employed here, and due to Neumaier [5] . The usual definition (cf. Proof. If II(C) is regular then we can express for x E Ci the number of paths of length m from x to some c E C in terms of the parameters aj, bi, Ci and j, m. Since r is distance-regular, the number of paths of length m from x to c only depends on d(x, c), so we can successively find BXi, B,,j+l, . . . , and C is completely regular.
Conversely, if C is completely regular, then we prove by induction on j that for x E Ci the parameters ai( 
